ADDENDUM

To: All Interested Vendors
From: Theresa Kauffman
IT Vendor and Procurement Administrator
Date: August 8, 2023
Subject: Addendum No. 1
ITB #23-015 – Bulk Furniture Purchase – Reynoldsburg Branch
Pre-Bid Meeting / Question & Answer

Attendance:
Gary Jones – King
Nicole Bucher – King
Christy Hall-Thompson - Loth
Steve McGee – Sr. Project Manager, CPPM
Theresa Kauffman – IT Vendor and Procurement Administrator

Q1 – Can you confirm what kind of storage you want in the Media Technologies Drift Cupboard?
A1 – 3 vertical rows of rails, which hold (9) 3"H and (6) 6"H in the cart.

Q2 – Can you clarify item PE-07?
A2 – Specified Unit was discontinued. New unit is Science Kinetics, Magnetic Ball Wall Double Deluxe 92"W x 69"H x 7.25"D

Q3 – Egan Product Clarifications
A3 – TB-01 and TB-03 – Style Name should be Dimension Tack 1-1/8" Depth, Finish to be Maharam Manner, 031 Smoky tack fabric.

WTB-03 – Finish to be Maharam, Gemma Multi by Sander Lak 466569, Color 030 Chromium

WTB-03 – Specification to be: CR01258 EGAN
CR01258-VGM3672WH-F466177-031
SPECIAL REQUEST: CR01258 V-SEREIS GLASS MOBILE.
V-SERIES GLASS WRITE MAG. 36"W X 72"H
1-PIECE GLASS BACK PAINTED WHITE.
MAGNETIC STEEL INFILL. FABRIC PANEL EOM

WTB-06 - Specification to be: CR01258 EGAN
CR01258-VGM3672WH-F466177-031
SPECIAL REQUEST: CR01258 V-SERIEIS GLASS MOBILE.

V-SERIES GLASS WRITE MAG. 36"W X 72"H
1-PIECE GLASS BACK PAINTED WHITE.
MAGNETIC STEEL INFILL. FABRIC PANEL EOM
F466177-031
MAHARAM MANNER SMOKY

Q4 – What solid surface is needed for the TBL-31 Table?
A4 – Corian, Sparkling Granita.

Q5 – Will LC-14 and LC-15 be ganging together?
A5 - Yes

Q6- Can you please confirm if each item is based on a quantity of (1) per unit per line in section #11 for Magnuson?
A6 – Quantities for each area and item # are listed in the bid for each item in this section and should be bid with the correct quantities. (I.E. Programing PE-01 has a quantity of 2 DC20-8A4 rails that are a total length of 78 ¾" Long for each unit).

Q7 – Is there an acceptable alternate to the Bretford cart in section 17?
A7 – No, we want the Bretford Cart
Q8 - The Brunswick Defender Foosball Table under the Misc. Section #17 PE-02, has been discontinued per the specification. We can price one from an online source but just wanted to let you know that it may or may not be order available when the time comes.

A8 – We will certainly look at a comparable unit.

All Proposals must be received no later than 12:00 Noon on August 14, 2023 EST.

PROPOSERS ARE REQUIRED TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE RECEIPT OF THIS MEMORANDUM (ADDENDUM NO. 1) ON THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ADDENDA FORM IN THE RFP DOCUMENTS